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RESISTANCE IN BELGIUM

The number of executions and arrests in Belgium is increasing rapidly.
It is much greater than during the last war, and the Nazis are now shooting

Belgian patriots at the rate of 20 to 25 a month.

This information, which has been received in London together with

many individual stories of violence against the population illustrates the

growing resistance of the Belgian people to German occupation. Moreover,
the Nazis themselves admit this by pouring out bitter recriminations

in the German controlled press against all who refuse to have anything to

do with the New Order.

At the outset the occupying authorities tried to introduce a

hypocritically benevolent policy, but Belgians, who had not forgotten the

horrors of 1914, were not deceived by it. The Flemish Nationalists and

the Rexists, upon whom the Nazis relied to apply this so-called moderate

policy, represent scarcely 2% of the population, as they themselves admit

in their own published figures. Yet it is from this small minority that

the occupying authorities recruit the men they place in command. However,
in several Belgian towns, there were soon reports of dynamite explosions
in premises belonging to these collaborators.

At one time the Nazis tried to make use of M. Henri de Man, ex-President

of the Belgian Workers Party, but this plan was a failure. Out of 130

parliamentary socialists only one agreed to collaborate with him. He

brought out a daily pro-German paper, but hardly anyone bought it. The

clandestine newspapers, of which there are about 50 published in Belgium, had

higher circulation figures than Mr. de Man’s daily and it quickly became

defunct!

As time goes on, resistance in Belgium takes on a more and more violent

character.

In spite of the severe penalties, everyone listens to the B.B.C.

Fourteen Belgians were recently brought before the German Military Court at

Ghent, accused of belonging to a secret military organisation called the

"White Brigade” and of having committed acts of sabotage. Six of the men

have already been executed, and others sentenced to hard labour. The

German controlled papers in Belgium refer to them as having been "influenced

by bolshevik propaganda and incited by the B.B.C.".

The "White Brigade" appears to be one of the many secret organisations

whose members are arming themseves and preparing to play an active part theday the Allies set foot on the Continent.
Nazi ideas of justice are illustrated by the fact that during the Ghent

trial, the fourteen Belgians were "defended" by two German military prosecutors.

In defiance of the Gestapo and the occupying troops, large strikes have

broken out, some of them involving 125,000 men. The "go slow" policy has

brought down production for the Germans at an alarming rate. At the cartridge

factory at Herstal, for instance, the workers left the powder out of 1,500,000

cartridges.
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Miners have extracted explosives from the coal pits and are using

then to blow up not only factories but also the houses of some of the

rare quisling workers. Power stations have been destroyed, military

supply depots set on fire and 125 trains have been wrecked in three

months.

Ten professors of Brussels University were sent to concentration

camps following a strike by 3,000 students, and many of the students

were taken as hostages on the train to prevent sabotage. A few months

ago two of these students stole an aeroplane outside Brussels, flew to

England and rejoined the Belgian army.

Day after day stories of the Belgian people 's fight against Nazi

domination are pouring in - stories or help given to English soldiers

who have broken out of German prison camps, of pro-Ally demonstrations at

the burial of British airmen and of priests who refuse to allow the

quislings to enter their churches.

Only recently at Dunkerque five Belgians and five Frenchmen were

picked at random and shot, following damage to some telephone wires.

But no matter what reprisals the Nazis may take resistance grows and will

continue to grow against the German New Order in Belgium.
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